2018 Study Survey Comments
Legislator

Comments

Bolin

All of these are worthy topics. We should only do two of the 15 suggested.

Jensen (Kevin)

Please reject study E. This is a take over of Education by DSS and there will be no local control of discipline
left for the schools. This is government overreach at its worst.

Livermont

The growth of government is out of control. We need to shrink the size of government and leave more of the
taxpayers' money in their hands. Instead of looking for new revenue, a close analysis of the need and scope of
government agencies should be made to provide basic services. There has to be a point where services are
good enough or not needed and the public has to assume responsibility of their own actions.

Nelson

These studies should be decided by vote of the legislature, not the executive board.

Nesiba

Has much of study K's request been done by the Mental Health Oversight Taskforce?

Rozum

Mental Health is a huge issue. Drugs and recover important.

Soholt

I think that F and J are also very important but don't need a full summer study to solve. A small
representative group of the Legislature and Executive branch could bring forward solutions to those issues. I
know that the Department of Agriculture does not feel the Brand Board needs a full summer study, but could
be examined at depth with a smaller, focused group.

Soli

E and K could be combined, but I would hope the issues related to children and youth would not be lost if
that were the case.

York

I think any topics would be interesting to work on, but these are my primary choices. Feel free to put me on
another if need be. Thanks!
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